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Our TeamOur Team
Fully QualifFully Qualif  ied Peopleied People

All our personnel operate within an Integrated Management System to 
ensure the delivery of services that are at an exception level of quality, 

reliability, and value.

Tristen Campbell
Survey Technician

David Anthony
Drainage Supervisor

Richard Shepard
Relining Technician

Over 25 Years Experience

 Experienced & Reliable Drainage Contractors

Drain 247 started out in 2002 and is a well-established professional drainage 
contractor that has built up an enviable reputation over the last 20 years 
in London and Hertfordshire By providing a fixed price drainage services to 
domestic and commercial customers.

Sectors we serve include Schools, Retail Parks, Offices, Rail, Healthcare, Local 
Authorities, Police, Estate Agents, Landlords and Shops.

2424 Skilled & Certified Engineers       1010 Skilled & Certified Surveyors

ServicesServices



ServicesServices
London & Hertfordshire 24hrs Drainage experts London & Hertfordshire 24hrs Drainage experts 

As a drainage contractor throughout London and Hertfordshire we go the 
extra mile on every job. The value we provide clients comes from our level 
of skill and performance, as well as our knowledge and professionalism. 
Rest assured, we put the same level of energy into every job and project 
we take on.

Why us?
 Our Engineers are: 
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Rat ControlRat Control Drain SurveysDrain Surveys Blocked DrainsBlocked Drains

Drain MappingDrain Mapping

Sonde TracingSonde Tracing

Culvert CleaningCulvert Cleaning

Tanker ServicesTanker Services

Drain RepairDrain Repair

Home BuyersHome Buyers Drain JettingDrain Jetting Basement FloodBasement Flood

Surface CleaningSurface Cleaning

Reactive ServicesReactive Services
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Rat ControlRat Control
Commercial & Domestic

 Reactive Rat Control Services

When you suspect you have a rat problem in your property, it’s recommended to act fast as it can 
lead to a variety of health risks and cause potentially lasting damage to your property.

Drain 247 provides a fast response rat control service for residential and commercial properties in 
London and Hertfordshire, ensuring that any potential sources of rats are identified and resolved 
before the problem escalates.

Our emergency reactive rat control solutions are designed to identify areas where rats may be 
accessing your property, whether it’s through gaps in the wall, unused pipe holes, or even through 
your drainage system, and we’ll then recommend the most appropriate remediation actions.

Rat Control ServicesRat Control Services

Available 24 hours

Fixed Price

Quick Response

No Call Out Charge

Local Engineers

24/7 access to our team

Expert knowledge and advice

High-resolution CCTV Drain Surveys

Hassle-free pipe repair process

Local engineers in London or Hertfordshire
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Drain SurveysDrain Surveys
Commercial & Domestic

 CCTV Drain Surveys

Rat Control ServicesRat Control Services

CCTV drain technology allows our drainage engineers to capture and record high-resolution 
images of the inside condition of the foul and surface water pipework. From this information, we 
produce detailed and easy-to-understand drain survey reports which underline any potential 
structural weaknesses or areas requiring remedial work.

By utilising CCTV drainage inspection tools, we are able to collect information from locations 
difficult to access while also collecting footage that can be reviewed at great depth, this ensures 
that if there are any underlying issues within the drainage system.



Commercial & Domestic

 24hr Blocked Drains & Drain Unblocking Clearance
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Blocked DrainsBlocked Drains

If you have a blocked drain and you need domestic or commercial drain unblocking services, 
speak to our friendly engineers today.

Our experienced London & Hertfordshire engineers are fully trained in dealing with all types of 
domestic and commercial blockages, Our engineers clear 99.7% blockage within the first hour.

Emergency Reactive ServiceEmergency Reactive Service
That’s why Drain 247 utilises the latest high-pressure drain jetting equipment that will break 
down the build-ups of debris, grease, fat, and other foreign objects and substances. With our 
expertise and experience, you can rest easy knowing that you will be in safe hands when it 
comes to resolving blocked drains. Get in touch with us today for a fixed price quotation.

Available 24 hours

Fixed Price

Quick Response

No Call Out Charge

Local Engineers

Fully insured

Accredited

Member of the NADC

Established since 2002

Fully qualified
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Drain MappingDrain Mapping
Commercial & Domestic Mapping Service

 Drain Mapping & Pipe Location
Drain mapping is a good way to understand the underground drainage system that runs 
underneath a commercial or domestic property. It’s particularly useful for builders, architects, 
and building developers to know exactly where the foul wastewater and surface water 
connection pipework is positioned below the ground and how deep and close they are to the 
property, making it a vital source of information if you are looking to do work within the home.

Pipe Location MappingPipe Location Mapping
Drain247 Specialise in sewer infrastructure condition mapping of underground utilities, providing 
an accurate and detailed plan of all detectable underground services. mapping surveys provide 
critical information on below-ground conditions. sewer, stormwater line inspection Drain247’s 
experienced survey teams use GNSS receivers which provide 1cm accuracy on the coordinates. 
The handheld data unit enables the information to be uploaded to the Geographic Information 
System (GIS) when working on the road, highway, or onsite.
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Sonde TracingSonde Tracing
Commercial & Domestic Mapping Service

 Sonde Mapping Services
Utilising cutting-edge sonde technology to location and tracing your underground pipework 
and locating the entirety of your drainage system.

What Is Sonde Mapping?What Is Sonde Mapping?
Drain tracing is a specialist process that requires the right knowledge in order to be used 
effectively sonde mapping, drain tracing, pipe location for tracing your underground pipework 
and locating the entirety of your drainage system. Drain tracing relies on sending out signals 
from a sonde transmitter which is integrated into our CCTV camera heads where the signal 
is sent out from. Our drainage consultants will then be able to receive the signal through the 
handheld receiver above ground. With this information, our engineers will be able to pinpoint the 
depth and the location of the pipework.

Depths and locations

Up-to-date information

Avoid damage drains

Accurate site drawing

identify drain blockages

Fully insured

Qualified accredited

Established business

Experienced technician

Accurate data delivered



Sonde TracingSonde Tracing
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Culvert CleaningCulvert Cleaning
Commercial Service

 Culvert Cleaning & CCTV Inspection Services
The regular inspection of culverts is critical to keeping surface water flowing away freely and so 
reduce the risk of flooding.

We Have The Experience & MachineryWe Have The Experience & Machinery
We are specialists in unblocking, cleaning and inspected culverts. Our fleet of tankers are 
capable of tackling large and small culvert using the latest culvert cleaning equipment and 
proven methodologies, our experienced engineers are exceptionally capable of investigating 
culvert problems and remediating the problems. Culverts can easily become blocked with 
obstructions, particularly following a period of heavy rainfall or storms. With the UK recording 
higher levels of rainfall, maintaining culverts and making sure that preventative maintenance 
is in place is now more important than ever. Reducing the environmental impact of blocked or 
damaged culverts helps to prevent flooding and other potential risks to public roads, railways, 
and trails.



Tanker ServicesTanker Services

Specialists in cleaning and maintenance services including cesspit and septic tank emptying 
and installing serving Hertfordshire. If you need sewer tank emptying or liquid waste removal  
speak to our experts get a fixed price quotation today. Drain 247 fleet of powered liquid waste 
removal tankers enables us to carry out our cesspool and septic tank emptying service for all 
tank and pool types.

Whether you require a regular or one-off waste removal service, you can rely on Drain 247 and 
our experienced, insured, and licensed engineers. We pride ourselves on our reliability and in our 
service causing the minimum of disruption to your day or your property.

Drain 247 is fully registered with the Environment Agency, which is essential for waste removal. 
You can be assured that all liquid waste is disposed of safely, legally, and adhering to all 
regulation.
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Commercial & Residential

	 Sewer	Overflow	&	Liquid	Waste	Removal

Fully registered with the Environment Agency

Experienced and fully insured engineers

All liquid waste is disposed of safely, legally, and adhering to all regulations 

Minimum disruption to your property

We cover all types of septic tanks, cesspools, sewage plants, and sewer overflows

24/7 availability
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Drain RepairDrain Repair
Commercial & Domestic

 Drain Repair, Drain Relining & Pipe Lining
Drain relining is a quick, cost-effective way to repair seal gaps and cracks of your drainage lines 
without having to dig up the pipe. Drain 247 has been carrying out drain repairs for many years.  
Damage to drains is typically caused by in-growing tree roots, voids created by broken pipes, 
and ground-water leaking into the pipe. The drain repair patchy lining and pipe relining service 
ensure damaged drains are repaired without the cost and disruption of excavating the pipes.

Patch lining repairs localized damage drainPatch lining repairs localized damage drain
Where full end-to-end lining would be unnecessary, this method involves placing a piece of 
impregnated matter on an elongated inflatable bladder and guiding it into place with the help 
of a CCTV camera. When it is precisely located, the bladder is inflated, pressing the patch into 
place. The pressure is maintained until the patch has cured, the bladder is then deflated and 
withdrawn, and the job is done. Patch liners are becoming increasingly popular for dealing with 
isolated defects, offering a cost-effective alternative to a full Pipelining and patch repairs.

Minimal Disruption

Same Day Repair

Repairs localized damage

No Excavation Required

Cost-effective

Save Money

Qualified and Insured

NADC Certified Member

No Job is Too Big or Too Small

Dependable and Affordable
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Home BuyersHome Buyers
Domestic Service

 Home Buyers Drain Survey

All our homebuyer’s drain inspection surveys are supplied with a full written condition 
report, drainage plan, colour photographs, description of defects, depths location, 
and measurements, plus recommendation along with a quotation for the repairs and 
DVD evidence. By providing all of this data, you can make better-informed decisions 
regarding the purchase of a home. By getting homebuyers’ drain surveys you will get 
a better understanding of the underground pipework running through and around the 
property. If you’re looking to potentially expand the property going into the future, this 
information may come in handy when deciding on how to do so.

Investing In A Home Buyers Drain Survey ReportInvesting In A Home Buyers Drain Survey Report

Make sure the property has no underlying issues before you buy. It can help identify and resolve 
problems before they escalate into bigger problems.
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Drain JettingDrain Jetting
Commercial & Domestic

 Drain Jetting
If your drains have started smelling more than usual, the likelihood is that they have become 
blocked with dirt, grease, and fat and hard water scale that has built up over the years.

Unfortunately, this is not an issue that will resolve itself and it could continue to worsen, leading 
to additional problems.

Our Engineers Carry Out In-Depth Drain JettingOur Engineers Carry Out In-Depth Drain Jetting
At Drain 247 we use a range of proven methods and tools to clear blockages and prevent bad 
smelling drains, and the most effective of these techniques is Drain Jetting. We ensure that our 
drain jetting service will prevent a recurrence of the issue in the long-term. Our high-pressure 
drain jets break up stubborn blockages and remove debris such as grease that has built up 
inside of the pipe so that you can rest assured that you won’t soon see the problem again.

Fixed Price

Free Estimate

Accredited

Fully Insured

Established Business

Fully Qualified Engineer

Domestic Drain Jetting

Commercial Pipe Cleaning

WJA Qualified Operative

Descaling Removal

Road Gully jet cleaning

Hand Over Jet and Clean 



Commercial & Domestic

 Basement Flooding Emergency
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Basement FloodBasement Flood

If you’ve experienced flooding in your basement, Drain 247 has an emergency reactive team in 
London, Hertfordshire who are available 24/7 to help you resolve the flooded basement at your 
property. Whether it’s a residential or a commercial property, our experienced specialists ensure 
that all of the flood water is removed from your basement to prevent further damage to your 
property.

Basement Flood Water RemovalBasement Flood Water Removal
Basement flooding can happen at any time and it can be caused by a variety of reasons, 
whether it’s due to heavy rainfall, rapid melting of snow, major storms, or backed up sewers. 
Both residential and commercial properties with basements are prone to flooding and when you 
do experience a flooding situation, it’s important to call a professional flood drainage company.

Sometimes, flood water can become contaminated with sewage waste which results in the 
water carrying harmful substances to your property, increasing the health risks. If flooding 
occurs due to a backed-up sewer, you need a professional with the right equipment who can 
safely clean up the flood. Drain 247 specialises in flood removal and our reactive team are fully 
trained on deploying effective flood water removal services across London. We’ll ensure that all 
of the floodwater is removed from your basement quickly and effectively.

Supporting our clients 24/7

Fixed price quotes

Fast response

No call out charge

Fully insured & accredited

Fully qualified.

Member of the NADC

Established business
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Surface CleaningSurface Cleaning
Commercial & Domestic

 Surface Cleaning
Drain 247 provides surface cleaning services covering a wide range of applications, such as 
graffiti removal, hard floor cleaning, patio cleaning, driveway cleaning, and many more. Based 
in London & Hertfordshire, Drain 247 has years of experience in supporting clients with surface 
cleaning and helping them restore their hard surfaces back to pristine conditions.

Graffiti	Removal	ServicesGraffiti	Removal	Services
Our surface cleaning specialists provide a quick response time and will completely remove the 
graffiti from your property, ensuring that no trace is left and no further disruption is caused. As a 
leading surface cleaning company in London, we use the latest cleaning equipment and high-
pressure jetting tools to ensure that our clients are satisfied with every job. Whether you require 
graffiti removal from brick walls, signs, pavements, walls, metal, and other hard surfaces, you 
can rely on Drain 247 to tackle your problem on all hard surfaces.

Hard Floor CleaningHard Floor Cleaning
As part of our surface cleaning services, we can cover a wide range of hard floor surfaces such 
as driveways, patios, car parks, commercial floors, brick floors, and many more. For example, 
car parks will be covered with dirt, grease, and oil over time which will cause the white line 
markings to fade. We can restore these white lines and road markings back to new conditions to 
keep your car park safe.

Our experienced specialists can remove all types of dirt, grease, oil, paint, algae, and fuel spills 
from your hard floor surfaces. We carry out our work to the highest industry standards and 
always strive to achieve excellent results for our clients.

Fixed Price Quotes

No Call Out Charges

Quick Response

24/7 Availability

Fully Insured & Accredited

Established Business



Contact UsContact Us
Get In Touch With UsGet In Touch With Us
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Reactive ServicesReactive Services
Commercial & Domestic

 Reactive Services
We have dealt with many clients who have been negatively impacted by emergency situations 
such as flooding, rat control and prevention, blocked drains, and overflowing sewers/
toilets. These emergencies can potentially lead to the shutting of homes or businesses for a 
considerable period of time.

Why Choose Drain 247 for Emergency Reactive Services?Why Choose Drain 247 for Emergency Reactive Services?
Our team boasts extensive experience within the drainage sector making us experts in 
resolving a variety of issues and giving us the flexibility to resolve our clients’ emergencies in 
both domestic and commercial properties within the London and Hertfordshire areas. We also 
look to make each of our solutions bespoke in meeting the client’s requirements and financial 
limitations.

Keeping up to date with the latest technology from within the emergencies reactive sector is 
vital when carrying out emergency reactive solutions. 

Fast response times

24/7 reactive team

Fixed price quotes

Fully insured

Qualified engineers

Fully accredited

No call out charge

Established business



Contact UsContact Us
Get In Touch With UsGet In Touch With Us

We cover London And Hertfordshire. Contact us today to speak to 
one of our drainage specialists or simply get a quote online. Our 
domestic and commercial drainage specialist team are on hand 

24/7 to provide a fast and efficient drainage service. No domestic or 
commercial drainage job is to small or too big for our team.
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Accreditations

Address
Theobald St
Borehamwood
WD6 4PJ

Working Hours
Mon-Fri Sat-Sun
24/7

Reactive ServicesReactive Services

Why Choose Drain 247 for Emergency Reactive Services?Why Choose Drain 247 for Emergency Reactive Services?


